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Dear John

Hello John, how you are doing. I have received your invitation for the birthday party of
your wife yesterday. Thank you very much for your invitation. Iam writing to apologize for
not being able to come to the party. Iam very sorry because I have already decided to travel
to Finland. As you know Iam a student who study far from his home and each weekend, I
have to visit my family. Please accept my sincere apology. I will pay you a visit once I
come back from my home. I wish you would have a good day with your wife.

Jack

A) Text Comprehension
1-The text is: a) a letter of apology b) an letter of enquiry c) a formal invitation
2- Say whether the following statements are true or false?
a-John organized a party for his birthday.
b- Jack can’t come to the party because he decided to travel to Finland.
c- jack didn’t apologize to his friend john
3- Answer the following questions according to the text
1-Who is the sender of the letter and who is the recipient?
……………………………………………………………………………………
2-When did jack receive the invitation to the party.
………………………………………………………………………………………
3- Why jack can not come to the party?
………………………………………………………………………………………..
4- What do the underlined pronouns refer to in the text?
I… …….
You…………….
My………………..
5- The expression’ I will pay you a visit’ means:
a- He will pay a trip for his friend
b- He will visit his friend soon.
c- He will give him a present.
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Text exploration:
1- Find the text words that are opposites to:
Near≠……….
Refuse ≠………. bad ≠……….
2-Rewrite the following sentences putting the adverbs in the correct position.
1- I am late for my work. (often)
………………………………………………………………………………
2- My friend work on weekends. (rarely)
………………………………………………………………………………
3- The exercise was difficult.
(very)
………………………………………………………………………………
4. My friend is handsome (extremely)
………………………………………………………………………………
3-Complete the following sentences with the articles ‘a’ ‘an’ ‘the’ or zero article
1-Yesterday,I saw……..men next to our secondary school…….men was stopped by…… .Police
officer
2- My friend bought………….new car………..car was very expensive.
3-John send …. letter and…….email to his friend when he was abroad.
4- …….Freedom is won, never given.
4-Underline the mistake in the following sentences and correct it?
1-John introduced herself…………………………………………………………..
2-people must to protect nature……………………………………………………...
3-Yesterday, I do my homework……………………………………………………….
4- The Finland is located in Europe…………………………………………………….
5- Complete the following passage with the words from the list below?
(In order to- from- received- accepted- because - trip)
- Yesterday, Tom…………..an email……….his friend Jack. When he was at the airport.He asked him
to delay his trip……………, he wanted to travel with him. Tom…………..his request and invited him
to make a plan for their……….Both of them agreed to meet………………set the program of the trip.
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